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About This Game

Sokoban Land DX is a 2D top-down puzzle game with colorful graphics and relaxing soundtrack, based on the classic Sokoban
style games with some new improvements over the original and a few adventure elements.

You'll need to push boxes to the right places to open the gate and go to the next level. You'll be able to play in single-player
mode controlling 1 or 2 characters at same time, or in local co-op mode with a friend changing modes on the fly during levels

the way you prefer. Each player can undo their last move, but if you get stuck, you can restart the level whenever you want and
there isn't limited movements or timers, so you can do all at your own pace.
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Title: Sokoban Land DX
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
lightUP
Publisher:
lightUP
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (32/64 bits)

Processor: Intel Atom Cherry Trail Z8300 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 integrated Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse/Keyboard - Xbox 360 Controller (Recommended)
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I can't get enough of this game and it's music. Both are equally addictive.. Tricky and silly physics game with awesome sound
effects.. Did you ever wake up one fine morning and thought "Hey, wouldn\u00b4t it be awesome to play an arrogant-yet-still-
likeable german soldier in a WWI scenario with dragons, zombies and vampires where you can stab knife-wielding hobos with a
bayonet in the face while getting constantly shot in the back by George S. Patton because he can not aim for sh**"?
If yes, then congrats, you found your game.

. This game is amazing!

The mechanics is very interesting and unique AND at the same time it's DETERMINISTIC!
Don't read reviews, where they think it's luck based, it's not. There's also a guide here that proves it.

If you're a logic guy, absolutely buy it!. Bought this today after seeing Colonel Failure's video earlier this week. From my play
so far it looks to be really interesting and different. I'd recommend the game based on it being different to other games out
there.

At the moment I'd like to see more work done on improving the build system, it can be difficult at times to rejoin onto existing
track. I also would like to see more resolution options as 1900x1080 seems to be the upper limit.. nice game , this deserves an
Award .
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best over all Star Wars flight sim game. I have played this game since if first came out in the mid 90's. The scond best is the
special edition, it only comes in 2nd becuase I really love Alliance.. I love the graphics, very nice textures. Love the gameplay
too and the feeling of immersion.
For this price, I recommend it, especially if you like puzzle games that are not too hard.. I would recommend this game for
people who are looking for something small to do while waiting/ for people who wanna just play with some friends. My overall
ratings are that it is a well made game whiich you should look into if you have a chance. For just four bucks this is really great
fun. Movement and controls are awesome, the graphics are cool, you really feel like you are on the moon (I can tell this, because
I know, of course :-) )

The shooting is not yet perfect, though: When you move, the rockets drift away, because the dev forgot to add the vectors of
your movement and the movement of the rockets themselves (as they are shot by a moving 'ship'), so it feels like they are drifted
by strong wind. Maybe a laser gun woud be better to simply avoid this issue.

But anyway, once you are in this game, you really understand what VR is for. This on a flat screen would not make sense.

We played it with the whole family and the kids (6 and 8) still struggle with the controls but everyone enjoys hoovering arround.
And of course I am hunting best times, which is quite challenging.

So compliments to the dev and a clear recommendation to buy. It is a lot of fun per dollar.

. Magi Trials, an interesting look into an original world!

Briefly i'll round up what this game isn't and what it is

it is NOT
-action based
-turn based
-real time
-resource management

so if you want any of those, you're looking in the wrong place!

it IS
-A game, you can win, fumble your way through it like an oaf and you'll get sub optimal endings or straight up murdered!
-fun ( my opinion, ofcourse but it certaily made me giggle several times. )
-moderate length, fair in my opinion but if you powergame it you can finish it in a decent gaming session.
-full of hidden dialogue and endings, not just the endings change, character interations and characters may appear or disappear
completely!
-full of decisions that actually matter, and influence the dialogue you see and the endings you get.
-An interesting world, with above average art.

he game isn't heavily frustrating, it drops subtle hints along the way if you learn to interpret them and apply them correctly you
can succeed the dialogue checks with little issue so there is some minor level of skill to be had, there are dialogue trees
specifically unlocked by picking dialogue strategiacally both in the current scene and later, i won't spoil because it's a fairly
short game but there are a couple of fights you can succeed or fail to varying degrees, which is refreshing from a Vn.

My first playthrough took 7 hours?! it seemed quicker.. time flies when your having fun i guess. and i haven't even unlocked
half of the achievements with that playthrough, with the various dialogue options and possible endings i could see atleast 2-3
playthroughs beeing needed to see most of the content and a little save scumming to get different endings if you don't want to
replay the same parts over, as a Vn that isn't a big deal, though you can just spam click through alot of dialogue if you've seen it
before, i would say the game is perfectly reasonable for the price, if you work by the £1/hour entertainment rule.
Personally I'd like to see more of this world/universe, or maby an extended edition would be good.

Conclusion:
Buy it if you are into Vn's ( visual novels ) and you want a fun little world to immerse your self into for a day!
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if you're on a super tight budget for gaming wait for it to be on sale, but it's still worth playing!. Short. Pretentious. Basic.

More like the sort of thing you'd expect out of a free art game than a $7 'adventure.'

There are no puzzles. The text, which hold the story and thus the draw of the game, sometimes is cut off the edge of the screen,
and there are more than a couple typos, breaking immersion and posing an inconvenience.

Perhaps playing the game multiple times would help to promote an understanding of the story -- though I can hardly imagine
how -- but after the short and frankly boring first run, I feel no desire to further delve into the game. It's not very gripping. I
only felt the need to finish it to get my five dollars' (on sale) worth.

The characters walk slowly, too.. GalCiv1 was thoroughly enjoyable, and fortunately I managed to pick it up and play through it
before getting knee deep in GalCiv2. This is definitely the case where playing through one obsoletes the other, in my opinion...
still, the amount of game you get for the 'Ultimate Edition' on Steam sale can't be ignored.

Milo's Quest - First Alpha Gameplay:
So here it is,
the first Milo's Quest alpha gameplay trailer
It's a 2D top-down puzzle/adventure

Coming in 2019 initially for Windows PC

https://youtu.be/QBp8M3e0iC4
. Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam:
Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam with a launch discount of 10%. Hope you enjoy the game guys :). Movement
Speed Option Added:
The update v1.0.0.3 can be downloaded right now.
For this version the movement speed can now be changed at any time, on "Options" and "Pause" menus. By default it's on
"Normal" speed, and you can change for "Slow" (-1/2 movement speed) or "Fast" (+3x movement speed).

Thank you guys for your feedbacks and support :). WILOO is available on Steam:
WILOO, a 2D side-scrolling platformer inspired mainly on 8/16 bits eras with Graphics and Sounds updated, is now available
on Steam.

Help WILOO save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/673010/WILOO/. Improved Framerate:
Today, both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX were updated.
With this update, FPS should be improved on some Graphic Cards,
specially running on Windows 10.. lightUP Steam Page:
Hey guys :) what's up?

I have a brand New Developer/Publisher Page here on Steam. It's way easier to concentrate my informations about games and
stuff there. If you want to stay tuned about my games, new releases and updates, please follow me here:

https://store.steampowered.com/developer/lightUP. Update v1.0.0.2 Available:
In this version, music on/off option is saved on your save file, then, if you turn off sounds and exit the game, the musics and
sounds will be turned off in your next session.

Some new cool musics were also added :)
There is some other minor improvements too.

Thank you guys for all your feedback and support!. DEMO version available:
Both Sokoban Land DX and WILOO received DEMO versions that can be downloaded in game's page on Steam. Now you can
try freely the first world of each game. Hope you enjoy them :). Free DLC: Sokoban Land DX - PaperToys:
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Hi guys,
After downloading the game, please, make sure to download also the "Sokoban Land DX - PaperToy" its free!

If you already download it, don't forget to see the "EXTRAS" folder inside your Sokoban Land DX install directory ;)

After that, you will only need, a printer, scissors and some patience to build your very own Sokoban characters in PaperToy!
. Update v1.0.0.7:
Hello everyone,

There is a new update for Sokoban Land DX that brings some optimizations to the game, so more PC's may run the game at a
higher FPS.
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